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If you would benefit from additional input on timing your buys and sells, subscribe to the paid version 

of this called “The Cannabis Report” written by Let’s Toke Business author Ted Ohashi and hosted by 

InvestorsHub in Europe. For a monthly subscription, or a discounted annual subscription click Sub-

scribe Here. 

 

 

I am pleased to announce the 500th issue of the Let’s Toke Business newsletter. The first edition 

was published on April 4, 2014 which coincided with the date that Tweed Marijuana became the 

first publicly traded marijuana stock in Canada and perhaps the world listed on the Toronto Stock 

Exchange Venture Exchange. Underwritten at $.89 per share, TWD closed Day #1 at $5.10 per 

share and the rest is history; the first five years were great, the last five years no so much. But 

I think we are on the verge of reversing a five year down market for cannabis stocks.  

 

Through it all we’ve been here to report all the ups and downs in the cannabis industry ever 

since. I look forward to reporting the publication of our 1,000th edition on or about June 25, 2033. 

Ask your friends, associates and others to join us for the next 500 editions and thanks for your 

support to date.  

 

Ted Ohashi 

November 25, 2023 

https://ih.advfn.com/newsletters/cannabisreport/subscribe-1
https://ih.advfn.com/newsletters/cannabisreport/subscribe-1


Stock Market Review & Outlook 
 

LTB MARIJUANA INDEX:  1wk +0.3% 1 mo -0.8% 3 mo -13.3% 6 mo -26.8% 1 yr -48.4%  

The blue chip indexes closed the week higher with the U.S. markets closed on Thursday for 

American Thanksgiving. Working in the markets favor at this time are the possibility that inflation will 

continue to edge 

lower as discussed 

last week, the 

growing likelihood 

that interest rates 

will not increase 

further in 2023 and 

a continued slow-

down in economic growth. Throw in a four day ceasefire in the Hamas conflict with Israel and I can see 

the markets maintaining momentum into December that is seasonally the strongest month of the year. 

There is the final Federal Open Market Committee meeting scheduled for December 12th and 13th that 

might give us a glance into the Fed’s plans for 2024. 

 

Also we shouldn’t forget that 2024 is a presidential election year so the news cycle is about to change 

dramatically. See more about what to expect below. 

 

The major market indexes continued their move to higher territory last week led by the Dow 

with the S&P 500 and the NASDAQ following. One news report that investors will be keeping a close 

eye on in the 

week ahead is 

the Personal 

Consumption Ex-

penditures that is 

due out on Thurs-

day. If the results 

are in line with 

the moderating results indicated by the recent Consumer Price Index report, this should add further 

fuel to the fire. 

 



The U.S. marijuana sector settled back last week with the Marijuana United States Index cor-

recting -3.0% after two strong weeks. I have said repeatedly that the failure to pass pro-cannabis 

legislation lies di-

rectly at the feet of 

Charles Schumer 

(D-NY), Cory 

Booker (D-NJ) 

and Ron Wyden 

(D-OR) who 

blocked repeated 

attempts by the House to pass the SAFE Banking Act when the Democrats controlled the While House, 

the House and the Senate. Now Schumer admits there are insufficient Republican votes in the senate. 

This should come as no surprise. After all, the Republicans now have high hopes of winning control of 

the congress on November 5, 2024 and they have the States Reform Act that is far more pro-business 

put forward by Republican Nancy Mace. This is exactly the worst cases scenario I described over a 

year ago and it is coming true. Don’t let Schumer and his cohorts fool you by saying how hard they 

tried to pass cannabis legislation. They didn’t. When that narrow window was open, they kept slamming 

it shut and now the marijuana movement could be set back four to eight years. 

 

The Canadian cannabis stocks held their own posting modest gains on the week. The Marijuana 

Canada Index rose +0.9% while the Let’s Toke Business Marijuana Composite eked out a +0.3% 

advance. Having 

passed the fifth 

anniversary of a 

legal cannabis in-

dustry in Canada, 

there are serious 

issues. Looking 

back, I think the 

problem is clear. Governments at all levels are happy to collect substantial taxes from the industry as 

well as the jobs created while doing very little for the operators. Mjbizdaily says the federal and provin-

cial Governments collected $1.6 billion from the sale of cannabis in the 2021-22 fiscal year. Ibisworld 

states that the cannabis industry has 86,923 employees in Canada in 2023. I will add that given the 

contraction in the industry over the past couple of years, it must have been much higher than that at its 

peak. At the same time, Nawan Butt, portfolio manager of a Canadian cannabis Exchange Traded Fund 

(ETF) said the cannabis sector has the “highest proportion of all bankruptcies in Canada.” My interpre-

tation is government and regulators are killing the golden cannabis goose. 

 



The chart below left shows the year-to-date (y-t-d) returns for the cannabis indexes. This chart shows, 

investors in the Canadian sector are also paying the price with investment losses. The only sector in 

the green so far in 

2023 is the United 

States operators 

where govern-

ments have also 

been a letdown 

but not as bad as 

in Canada. The 

chart above right shows the only three negative bars represent the Canadian and North American 

sectors while all the other equity investment sectors have produced either positive or spectacularly 

positive investor returns.   

 

Conclusion: Lexaria Bioscience (NASDAQ: LEXX) is one stock I believe you should be in today. I 

have been a fan because of their pending Investigational New Drug (IND) application to the U.S. Food 

and Drug Administration. I was very disappointed when the application was not made in the June/July 

2023 time frame as expected leaving the market in a state of uncertainly. But in a recent FORM 10-K 

to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, management reported that the issue is likely to be 

resolved before the end of the year. As a result, I would hang on to my holdings and buy more if you 

can because the explosive market action I was looking for last summer is now likely to come during the 

first or second quarter of 2024. See more details below. Predictmedix AI (CSE: PMED) (USOTC: 

PMEDF) (FRA: 3QP) has picked up a bit on the news of a successful clinical study of their Fit for Duty 

Stations in Indonesia which is a giant step toward revenue generation. I continue to view PMED as a 

strong buy. 1933 Industries (CSX: TGIF) (USOTC: TGIFF) is due to report on Wednesday and alt-

hough the stock has been trading a little on the nervous side, I think this report might provide a modest 

boost to the stock price. Jushi Holdings (CSX: JUSH)(OTCQX: JUSHF) and Organigram Holdings 

(NASDAQ: OGI) (TSX: OGI) remain my representative holdings for the U.S. and Canadian cannabis 

sectors. Khiron Life Sciences (TSXV: KHRN) (OTCQX: KHRNF) (Frankfurt: A2JMZC) reported the 

closing of the sale of its European assets. This was one of those announcements where the completion 

of the sale did not generate much excitement but the failure of the sale would have meant more prob-

lems for the company. I will reach out to management in the next couple of weeks. 

Question of the Week 

Thank you for sending in your questions and I hope you will keep them coming. It’s your questions that 

keep this feature interesting and useful. Send your questions to: ltbletter@gmail.com Include your ini-

tials or a pen name we can use along with your city and country of residence. Questions might be 

edited for clarity and brevity.   

The objective of the ‘Question of the Week’ feature is to allow readers to ask questions about investing 

about investing that is on their minds rather than have me guess what you are wondering about. 



“Is there a noteworthy pattern about the stock markets and Thanksgiving. Many pundits talk 

about the “year end rally” or the “Santa Claus” rally. Does the market boom after Thanksgiving 

or is it usually a turkey?” 

N.M., Houston, Texas, U.S.A. 

There are some patterns that exist around U.S. Thanksgiving but I should caution that unless there is 

a reasonable explanation otherwise known as a causal effect, the movements may just be random. 

Looking first at a couple of the major stock market indexes and the performance around month of 

November over the past twenty years, there is what we find: 

Standard & Poor’s 500 Index: this popular index has produced average gains in the months of Octo-

ber, November and December and an average loss in September and January. In other words, Thanks-

giving month which is itself a positive month falls between two positive months. The three positive 

months are straddled by September and January that are down months. 

NASDAQ 100: which is a midcap, technology weighted index shows October, November, December, 

December and January as positive months with September and February as down months. In other 

words, looking at this index, there is a four month positive streak including Thanksgiving.  

These overall trends go a long way to explaining the market action around Thanksgiving. For example: 

1. Since 1993, the S&P 500 has risen almost 1% on average in December. 

2. In that time, the S&P 500 has advanced three quarters of the time in December including monthly 

gains of over 5% in 1998, 1999, 2003 and 2010. 

3. When the market were up between Thanksgiving Day and New Years, the market advanced over 

75% of the time the following year with an average return of 11%.  

4. The S&P 500 comes into Thanksgiving Day with a year-to-date of over 20% every four years on 

average. This year, the S&P just missed this mark posting a gain of 18.7%. 

 

As I warned at the outset, there is no apparent cause and effect relationship between Thanksgiving 

Day and the stock market. As a result, there is no reason to believe these relationships are anything 

but random. But here are a couple of market statistics that aren’t random and come as close as possible 

to 100% accuracy: 

1. Since 1928, the Standard & Poor’s Index has risen slightly over two years for every one year of 

decline. 

2. There have been 104 rolling 20-year periods between 1919 and 2022. One rolling 20-year period 

is, for example, from 2000 to 2019 and a second would be from 2001 to 2020 and a third would be 

from 2002 to 2021. All 104 rolling 20-year periods since 1919 have produced a positive return. That 

means if you bought stocks at the absolute high in 1928 just before the Crash leading to the Great 

Depression or the peak preceding the tech bubble, the market finished higher twenty years later. 

In other words, the best strategy to take is a long-term approach. I doubt the information about trading 

market trends around Thanksgiving Day will not add value to your portfolio. But taking a long-term view 

of the markets and investing will probably improve your portfolio returns.   



The Cannabis Report Model Portfolio: The two largest holdings are Lexaria Bioscience (NASDAQ: 

LEXX) and 1933 Industries (CSX: TGIF)(USOTCQB: TGIFF) while Predictmedix AI (CSX: 

PMED)(USOTC: PMEDF)(FRA: 3QP) and Khiron Life Sciences (TSXV: KHRN) (USOTCQX 

KHRNF) (Frankfurt: A2JMZC) remain prominent holdings. The two smallest positions are Organi-

gram Holdings (NASDAQ: OGI) (TSX: OGI) and Jushi Holdings Inc. (CSX: JUSH) (USOTCQX: 

JUSHF). Cash is around 17%. 

Special Report 

A small but important news item from Lexaria Bioscience 

When a company files a quarterly or annual report, it files a required “Management Discussion and 

Analysis (MD&A). Lexaria Bioscience (NASDAQ: LEXX) is listed on the NASDAQ exchange and is 

incorporated in Nevada and must file a FORM 10-K which is an annual report required by the U.S. 

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in which a company must provide a detailed summary of 

its financial performance. In its recent 10-K, LEXX said, “As announced in its news release August 

30, 2023, Lexaria is waiting on one of its third-party material suppliers to complete certain ana-

lytical and stability testing, which we expect to be completed prior to the end of the calendar 

year, to be followed with the filing of our IND application with the FDA.” IND is the Investigational 

New Drug application in reference to LEXX’s hypertension drug application. 

 

Regular readers will know of the current set of companies I follow, LEXX is my longest association. For 

the p year, I have looked on the IND application as the key to allowing the stock to break out on the 

upside. I have also expressed the view that the upside potential is many multiples of its current price. 

The most recent target date for the IND application was June/July 2023. 

 

What happened next is the worst of all worlds from an investment perspective. The IND application did 

not happen, the explanation for the delay was fuzzy and there was not specific new application date. 

There is nothing worse for investors than uncertainty and this was a double dose. For the most skepti-

cal, there was a question of whether the IND application was going to happen at all and there was no 

time frame for when it might happen. 

 

I continued to support management under these circumstances because over the years, Chief Execu-

tive Officer Chris Bunka in particular, and John Docherty, President have earned my goodwill. Every-

thing they have ever told me has been the truth and the rare bump in the road had a credible explana-

tion. As a result, I trust management, I have reasons that support my giving them the benefit of the 

doubt and why I think the news in the FORM 10-K is so important. 

 



Conclusion: In my assessment, the hypertension IND application has been the key to LEXX breaking 

out in a big way. To reiterate the example I used here for almost a year, Kala Pharmaceuticals 

(NASDAQ: KALA) 

surged 9.8X 

based on their 

IND approval last 

December, settled 

in at a 3.8X gain 

and almost a year 

later still sports a 

70% gain. Based on KALA as a comparable, LEXX could between US $12.00 per share and US $5.00 

per share In the first quarter of 2024 with the potential of their other projects, well above US $2.25 per 

share. This is where I will remind you that LEXX has many significant, additional arrows in its quiver 

including other potential IND applications and commercial contracts which leads me to conclude that 

LEXX’s upside potential is much greater than KALA. In The Cannabis Report model portfolio, LEXX is 

already my largest portfolio position. If it weren’t, I would be very tempted to buy a few LEXX warrants. 

I believe shareholder patience is about to be greatly rewarded. 

 

Marijuana Matters 

 

With 2024 just over a month away and being a presidential election year, politics are about to take over 

the news cycle. It is a time that politicians make sometimes outlandish promises in an attempt to attract 

voters. It is also a time when investors allow hope to overcome reality and this can drive the markets 

higher. Here is a summary of the political steps that lie ahead.  

1. In the year before the election year, in this case 2023, the candidates annouce their plans to run for 

president. The Republicans, as challengers for the White House, have started the process and have 

already held debates. A little unusual this cycle is former President Donald Trump appears to have 

an overwhelming lead to be the Republican candidate for president and as a result, he has stayed 

out of the debates so far. If a strong candidate emerges (none have so far), they may be a contender 

to be chosen as Trump’s running mate. Trump has already hinted he might choose Tucker Carlson 

for his vice president. Carlspn is a conservative political commentator, former Fox News 

broadcaster, now host of Tucker on X and Trump advocate 

2. An incumbent party, in this case the Democrats, with a president eligible to run for a second term 

will often not have a challenger and a selection process. However, this cycle might be a little different 

because: 

i. President Biden’s approval ratings, 40% or lower, are historically poor. Of course there is still 

almost a year to go before the election that is held onathe first Tuesday after the first Monday 

of November that will be November 5, 2024. 

ii. The president is 81 years old and if he runs and wins he will be the oldest to have done 

either. Recently, he has demonstrated some signs of failing mental acuity. Some 64% of 



Americans and 40% of Democrats say they are “very” or “somewhat” concerned about the 

president’s “health and mental acuity” and for the first time a majority of 54% say Biden no 

longer has “the competence to carry out the job of president.” 

iii. A related problem is vice president Harris is polling worse than the president. If the 

Democrats put forward a repeat of the Biden/Harris ticket, there is a very real concern that 

should Biden have a health issue, the U.S. could end up with a president Harris. 

3. In the first half of the election year, the states hold their primaries and caucuses. The primaries 

enable states to vote for their preferred presidential candidates and each state takes their results 

to award delegates to their candidate of choice. Many states hold caucuses that allow different 

groups to selct the candidate of their choice. Each group tries to convinve the others to support their 

candidate and award delegates who attend a national party convention where they give their suppor 

to the candidate of their choice. This cycle, Iowa will hold its caucus on January 15, 2024. The first 

state can set the tone for other state caucuses to come. 

4. Between July and September of the election year, parties hold nominating conventions to choose 

their presidential ticket (the president and vice president team). On July 15 – 18, 2024, the 

Republican party will have its National Convention and choose its ticket. On August 19 – 22, 2024, 

the Democrats will hold their National Convention. By tradition, the challenger for the White House 

goes first and the incumbent goes second. 

5. In September – October of the election year, the presidential candidates participate in debates.  

6. November 5, 2024 is election day. 

7. In December, electors cast their votes in the Electoral College that creates a disconnect between 

the popular vote for a candidate and who is actually elected president and vice president. Each 

state receives the number of “electors” equal to the number of members each state has in the House 

and the Senate. In 48 of the 50 states, the winner of the state gets all the electoral votes for that 

state. A successful candidate needs 270 elector votes, a majority, to win the presidency. 

8. The Electoral College can produce odd results: 

i. In 2000, George W. Bush won over Al Gore in a closely contested vote. The vote in Florida 

was so close the state rules called for a recount which itself was highly politicized and 

controversial. Finally, a controversial ruling by the Supreme Court cancelled the recount by 

a vote of 5 – 4. This gave Bush the election with 271 votes in the Electoral College, one more 

than needed, even though Gore received 543,895 more votes (0.52% of all votes). 

ii. In 2016, Donald Trump defeated Hillary Clinton in one of the greatest upsets in presidential 

election history. Prior to the election, Clinton was ahead in virtually every poll and some 

election prediction computer models gave her a 90% chance for victory. There is no single 

reason why Trump won and Clinton lost but Trump won Wisconsin by 22,177 votes, Michigan 

by 10,704 votes and Pennsylvania by 46,435 votes - a total of less than 80,000 total votes. 

Meanwhile, Clinton won many states by a much wider margin. The result was that Clinton 

received 2.87 million more votes than Trump but lost the vote in the Electoral College. The 

candidate with the fewer popular votes had won the presidency only three other times in 

history all in the 1800s. 



iii. Although the election is held on the Tuesday after the first Monday in November, the Electoral 

College actually casts the votes that elects the president and that vote does not take place 

until mid December. Electors of the Electoral College allocate their votes on the basis of the 

popular vote in their state but they are not legally bound to do so. There are always a handful 

that do not follow convention and a few votes are not allocated as expected. This could have 

an impact on the selection of the President. In 2000, George W. Bush received 271 Electoral 

College votes when 270 were required. 

iv. The allocation of Electoral College votes to the states were done on the basis of population 

which counted slaves to be 60% of a whole person. This was a compromise needed to keep 

slave-holding states in support of the Constitution in the House of Representatives. In the 

Senate a different compromise gave each state two votes to keep smaller states onboard. 

Since 1787, there have been more constitutional amendments regarding the Electoral 

College than any other topic. 

v. The Electoral College might not be perfect but it has managed to elect the President with the 

most popular votes over 90% of the time. 

 

As can be seen, election year is dominated by political events and reporting on those events. This can 

have a major impact on the financial markets. Next week I will discuss the stock market impact of the 

Four Year Presidential Election Cycle. 

 

Marijuana Matters 
 

Although this is less about cannabis and more about the overall markets, this was the best fit for this 

comment, this week. I just wanted to provide a quick update on what is happening in the Israeli/Hamas 

conflict. The two sides have agreed to a truce that will see the exchange of Hamas held Israeli hostages 

for Israeli held Palestinian prisoners. Qatar had an important role in brokering the truce. It includes a 

halt to air traffic over southern Gaza and a partial halt over northern Gaza. The cessation of fighting 

will last for four days starting last Friday local time. The short term truce will initially see the release of 

50 women and children held hostage by Hamas and 150 Palestinian women and underage prisoners 

released by the Israelis. The agreement also says the truce will be extended by one day for every 10 

additional hostages released Hamas and 30 by Israel for a maximum of ten additional days. During the 

truce, 200 aid trucks and four fuel trucks have been allowed to enter Gaza each day. The International 

Red Cross is facilitating the release process. 

 

It has been reported that Hamas is interested in extending the truce for 2 – 4 days. 

 

Although a truce can be the initial step toward the end of hostilities, it does not seem likely in this case. 

First, Hamas’ main leverage is derived from the hostages that they know Israeli Prime Minister Benja-

min Netanyahu is under pressure to find a way to get released. Each release of hostages weakens 

Hamas’ position. Netanyahu’s cannot leave a strong Hamas organization and infrastructure behind. 

Netanyahu was in an extremely weak political position anyway and only total “victory” has any chance 



of saving his political neck. In such a situation neither Hamas or the Israelis have a motive to end the 

fighting and both say they are ready to resume hostilities. 

 

If the conflict resumes late Monday local time, the next month or so will be a dangerous period. I think 

it is clear to everyone including Hamas that they cannot hold out against the Israelis. Iran is the major 

terrorist power broker in the Middle East and they will have a decision to make. Do they instruct other 

terrorist groups to join the fight or do they sit back and allow Hamas to suffer massive losses? The 

latter option is not a good one for Iran because the many other groups they fund are watching. What 

happens to Hamas could happen to them in the future. 

 

It might be that between now and the end of 2023, we will know if this localized conflict is going to 

spread out throughout the Middle East and require the U.S. and Europe to enter the fray. If that is the 

way it evolves in the next five weeks or so, it will be negative for the international economies and the 

financial markets.  

 

Applications Watch 

Health Canada issued three new licenses last week for an adjusted total number of licenses of 988. 

Last week, new licenses were issued to 11125273 CANADA LTD. of Ontario for micro-cultivation and 

micro-processing, Regubis Canada Inc. of Nova Scotia for sales and Wildwood Extraction Labs Inc. of 

Ontario for processing and sale. Over 40 public companies are LPs or own an interest in one or more 

LPs. For a complete list of LPs and related information, Ctrl-Click (her 

(For a free copy of this newsletter or to have your name removed or to contact us with feed-

back, industry and corporate news, email ted@letstoke.biz) 
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